The television news studio as starship
Aesthetics technologies of simulation and dissimulation of distance

By Eef Veldkamp

Abstract:
Television news studios are often taken for granted in news broadcast, but these studios from which
reports on everyday life are made are anything but ordinary. What influence does this aesthetics have
on the studio’s subject, the news? In this dissertation I will investigate multiple visual aesthetic
technologies of television news studios through three studiomatic orders. off/off: when the studio is in
stand-by mode. On/off: when the broadcast is being recorded but yet to reach the viewer’s screen (the
live). On/on: when the studio is framed by the viewer’s screen. Through these orders I will analyse an
element of the television news studio in each chapter, such as the news desk, autocue and LED-lights.
These elements phrase the semiotics of the television news studio; as well as it’s influences and the
corresponding problems it has to deal with. These elements fall into the code of ‘starship’ aesthetics,
which regards the simultaneous simulation and dissimulation of distance in a sterile, space while being
confronted with its own alienation from ‘the new’.
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Method into the television news studio:
In this dissertation I will investigate the visual aesthetic technologies of the television news studio1. The
design of this dissertation is based on the architecture of the news studios: I will be talking about an
element of the news studio in each chapter, which I will engage with in three ‘studiomatic’ orders of
which the goal is to contextualise each element by using (semiotic) description, metaphors and theory.
The first order is off/off, which is the stand-by state of the news studio. Stand-by because even
when it is empty and not in use, it is still seen throughout the broadcast house on nearly every screen.2
The news studio is in the state of omni-potency: it is always ready to be brought to life with the press of
a button. The off/off news studio consists of the ‘hard scenic’ elements, and is the first frame that
contextualises the news.
The second order is on/off, which takes place during the ‘live’ broadcast in the fraction of a
second of delay of the signal between the camera, control room and the viewers screen. Here the news
studio is activated and occupied. This order allows to investigate the gap between that which is seen on
the screen and that which happens in the news studio. For example, the layer added by greenscreens
and distributables – on screen graphics – which only take place during the ‘live’. These graphics are
made and used in the ‘server studio’.
The third order is on/on, which is when the signal reaches the viewer’s screen and
correspondingly the viewer’s gaze. This order regards the scannable; what is seen on screen and the
environment in which it can be seen. Here the framing is complete. The first and the second order are
meant to look behind the third order. Another reason to regard on/on is that the off/off and on/off are
greatly determined by the preconditions of on/on: such as the camera and its craving for light.
Many studies have been conducted on news objects that flow through the news studio. Yet,
there is very little research conducted into the place through which these news objects flow and its
aesthetics: the news studio itself. In this research I attempt to research that place. The scarce material I
base most of my analysis on is mainly on broadcasters in Europe and the US, from which much of the
television news discourse stems.3 I have also conducted several interviews and used articles from trade
publications.

‘television news studio’ is abbreviated to ‘(news) studio’ throughout the dissertation.
Based on my visits and interviews at the BBC and the NOS.
3 Jenny Tobia. “Truth to Materials: Modernism and US Television News Design since 1940” Journal of Design History. 2005. Vol. 18(2). DOI:
10.1093/jdh/epi023. 181.
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Introduction to the room-in-a-room:
The decor from which reports on everyday life are broadcast is anything but ordinary and yet it is often
just assumed and presupposed. Being a room-in-a-room, the television news studio is completely shut
off from outside ‘earthly’ elements. As the empty area between two sheets of glass that insulate both
the space before and beyond. Within this insulate the studio has to simulate the outside elements in
order to be tangible. Dozens of lights float just meters above the ceiling of the scannable – that which is
seen on screen – flushing it with light and even with which it still remains too dark. The colour of that
light, measured in temperature, made as close as possible to the colour of natural sunlight – ‘neutral’
white – and yet it is always reduced to the RGB spectrum. It is always just too warm or too cold. All
those high-wattage lights, screens and electric appliances require climate-control air conditioning to
prevent the studio from overheating4 – there are no real windows to open to vent the place. The objects
one encounters in the news studio, made of the very same materials as any other object, have an
otherworldliness to them for the reason the news studio is a space unlike any others. They surpass
normal functionality; the news desk is not just a place to work behind. They are laminated with a
malleability which transcends the constraints of materiality; and in that transcendence allows (or forces)
the outside world to flow into it.
Now if we relate this peculiarly curious-looking place to what it works with – “true ‘raw’ news”5 –
we might indeed wonder what the aesthetic significations of this fully simulated area are on the news
objects which flow through it? The news studio, after all, is completely made and controlled. Its
aesthetics are technologies, but what are those meant to do?
In this dissertation I will wonder why the television news studio looks the way it looks, and what
the significations and implications of those ‘looks’ are. I will investigate multiple (by far not all) of these
aesthetic technologies of which each will make up a mini-thesis that phrase different elements of the
‘starship6 aesthetics’ code, which regards the simultaneous simulation and dissimulation of distance. We
will find paradoxes that come with simulation and dissimulation of distance which are designed to
position the news as cold, objective and sterile; but result in alienation, incommensurability and faked
intimacy. I will not look at news items themselves nor at the economic and political motivation in which
they are brought.

When the AC broke down in the CNN New Day studio on 27-03-2014, they had to turn off the lights during commercial breaks to prevent the studio and its
anchors from overheating. New Day. Twitter Post. March 27, 2018. 5:10 AM. https://twitter.com/NewDay/statuses/449156392314621952
5 Barbara Walet, NOS. Interview by Eef Veldkamp. Monday 25th of June, 2018. Hilversum. Transcribed and translated from Dutch to English. 00:05:20.
6 I came across this word in this article. FX Design Group – Design and Production Team “What’s next for news studio display technology?” NewscastStudio.
17-01-2017. (Columbia: NewscastStudio, 2017). Accessed on 25-05-2018. http://www.newscaststudio.com/2017/01/17/whats-next-news-studio-displaytechnology/
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Positioning and localising: into orbit
The television news studio and its broadcast:
Edward Epstein, who infiltrated three broadcast news organisations in the US in 19697, asked the
reporters what they regarded as news. Many of them argued that “news is change”.8 What is new, they
conceptualised as “what is new in the world since our last broadcast”9. For television news, what
differentiates the new from news is thus defined by the distance from the last broadcast: the broadcast
creates the discursive formation of new into news. Both are made of the same material – change – yet
have a different value. The television allows to bridge that distance transgressed by the news studio’s
broadcast: Greek tēle means ‘far off’10 and vision means ‘to see’11. The word broadcast was originally
used for ‘sown by scattering’.12 The news broadcast is a wide (broad)13 throw (cast)14 of that which is
regarded new15 into the world. The broadcast, by differentiating the new from the news and throwing it
back, lays the seeds for the news-to-come: it creates a new distance to the next broadcast.
In order for the news studio to be able to juxtapose “in a single real place several spaces […] that
are in themselves incompatible”16 – such as a report on carnival followed by blood and devastation in
Syria – it needs a transcendent position in which it itself is not part of the ontology of its subject: the
‘new’. The news studio juxtaposes these places by segregating them, such as by the use of a ‘bridge’ –
small visual or spoken signs that function as a ‘full-stop’ to differentiate one item from another. Think of
changing LED panel images, or the ‘joke’ between news segment and the weather broadcast.
The news studio’s position outside of the ontology of the new is problematic, for it is impossible
to achieve – except when the news studio would actually be situated on a starship, floating in space.
The news studio tries to simulate a position of a ‘view from nowhere’; an objective, sterile, consistent
position. In this position of ‘techno-scientific tele-actuality’, the television becomes a “domestic

Edward Jay Epstein. News from Nowhere. (New York: Random House, 1973). xv.
Epstein. News from Nowhere. 30.
9 Ibid., 30. Emphasis added.
10 “tele-” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Online edition
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/tele-; Harper, Douglas. 2018. "tele-". Online Etymology Dictionary. Lancaster: Douglas Harper. Accessed on 1507-2018. https://www.etymonline.com/word/tele-?ref=etymonline_crossreference
11 From French ‘videre’. “vision” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Online edition
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/vision
12 “broadcast”. Oxford Dictionary of English. 3 ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). 218.
13 Harper, Douglas. 2018. "broad". Online Etymology Dictionary. Lancaster: Douglas Harper. Accessed on 15-07-2018.
https://www.etymonline.com/word/broad?ref=etymonline_crossreference.
14 Harper, Douglas. 2018. "cast". Online Etymology Dictionary. Lancaster: Douglas Harper. Accessed on 15-07-2018.
https://www.etymonline.com/word/cast?ref=etymonline_crossreference.
15 From medieval Latin, ‘nova’. Harper, Douglas. 2018. "news". Online Etymology Dictionary. Lancaster: Douglas Harper. Accessed on 15-07-2018.
https://www.etymonline.com/word/news
16 Michel Foucault. “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias” Architecture/Mouvement/Continuité. 1984. Translated by Jay Miskowiec. 5.
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telescope”17; looking beyond the ephemeral earth into the nowhere of the news studio. The distance
the domestic telescope has to cover requires longer lenses, bigger screens, higher resolutions, higher
hertz frequency and its own designated spectrum of light.
Would the news studio fall to earth, and re-join the ontology of the new, the news itself would
become news. If the news becomes its own subject, the negation of the proverb ‘no news is good news’
applies,18 because the distance from the new to news would then be gone. To prevent this, the news
studio dissimulates itself from the realm of the new. It creates an absolute simulation of the
Baudrillardian third order in which it itself becomes something that is nothing. In other words, the news
studio has to be “beyond true and false”19, beyond real and fake. It has to be a non-place. It is exactly, by
the act of distancing of the television news studio, that the propinquity of the news broadcast and its
subject is destroyed; there is nothing, no-thing, between them; nothing but a nothingness. To rephrase
Foucault into this discourse ‘though the news can be spread before us, the studio can only do so in an
unthinkable space’.20
A ‘view from somewhere’ would contaminate the principle of sterile objectivity. Nevertheless,
the opposite would mean that the news studio would be completely loose from its subject and would
become alien. This is the paradox the broadcast news studio immanently is in.
The television news studio as mirror:
News studios are places “outside of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location
in reality”.21 This placeless place of the studio also explains why American broadcasters, when they were
asked to argue that it is the event, not the news that determines the content of the television broadcast
news before the US’s National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (NCCPV), they all
used an age-old material analogy to describe it: the ‘mirror’.22
Reuven Frank noted that “the ‘mirror’ […] is being blamed for the ugly events it reflects”.23 Julian
Goodman said that “the medium is being blamed for the message”.24 Leonard H. Goldenson argued that
people “are reluctant to accept the images reflected by the mirror we have held up to society”.25 Jack
Paul Virilio. The Information Bomb. (London: Verso, 2005). 16.
Being in the news is bad news.
19 Emphasis added. Jean Baudrillard. Simulations. Translated by Paul Foss, Paul Patton and Philip Beitchman. (USA: Semiotext[e]/MIT press, 1983). 40.
20 Michel Foucault. The Order of Things: An archaeology of human sciences. (London: Routledge, 2002.). xviii.
21 Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 3-4.
22 The metaphor of the mirror has been used in journalism since the early 1800’s, well before the occupational norm of objectivity of journalism which these
broadcasters refer to was established around the end of the 19th century. See: Tim P. Vos. “A mirror of the times” Journalism Studies. 2011. Vol. 12:5. DOI:
10.1080/1461670X.2010.536449.
23 Edward Jay Epstein. News from Nowhere. (New York: Random House, 1973). 13.
24 Epstein. News from Nowhere. 13.
25 Ibid., 13.
17
18
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Gould even despised that Congress had them testify, which, “one would hope, would not conduct an
examination of a mirror because of the disquieting images it beholds”.26 That mirrors ‘behold’ is exactly
why we should examine that which reflects the news – the news studio – because it distances the new
into news.
Firstly, the broadcasters seem to take for granted that mirrors reflect; they forget that reflection
is always distorted by the material conditions of the mirror itself. The rays of light are bend to reflect;
the medium partakes in the message. Secondly, “The mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless
place”,27 it in order to be perceived, ”has to pass through this virtual point which is over there”.28 It
enables to see something where it is not: it doubles distance. Yet, it is not merely utopic for the mirror
itself does really exist. The broadcasters’ analogy therefore signifies a heterotopia, which has a precise
function in society29 and thus is not as innocent as the broadcasters put it. For example, mirrors do not
appear by themselves; they are produced and positioned. Truth, As Baudrillard puts it, “is no longer
reflexive to the mirror”30 – and maybe it never was: in earlier times “mirrors were used for peering into
the future”, they were mystic, magic “looking glass[es]”,31 that singled-out and brought-close. Just as no
mirror just automatically reflects, “the news is not automatic”.32 Rather the news is ‘reflected’ in the
news studio which makes it look automatic. This raises the question, what, exactly, is the material
condition of the news studio?
Spatial architecture and optics:
News-graphics designer Dann Smit noted that “the camera is the restrictive factor […] and therefore
also the determinative factor”.33 The space of the news studio is almost fully defined by the camera. It
defines the architecture and position of nearly everything within. In order to be able to shape the studio
to the determinative exporting-eye the studio needs to becomes flexible rather than constrained by the
fixed walls of a single room. Therefore, it is a room-in-a-room, which can be made and changed in such a
way that it always appears natural to the scannable; in such a way as to counteract the internal
Fig. c. NOS studio 8 backside

structures of the camera. It allows for optical illusion – trompe-l’oeil’s – to dissimulate the distortion

Epstein. News from Nowhere. 14.
Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 4.
28 Michel Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 3-4.
29 Ibid., 5.
30 Jean Baudrillard. Simulations. Translated by Paul Foss, Paul Patton and Philip Beitchman. (USA: Semiotext[e]/MIT press, 1983). 52.
31 Vos. “A mirror of the times”. 576. In reference to Pendergrast, 2004.
32 Epstein. News from Nowhere. 25.
33 Dann Smit, CapeRock. Interview by Eef Veldkamp. Monday 18th of June, 2018. Amsterdam. Transcribed and translated from Dutch to English. 00:03:30.
26
27
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caused by 3D to 2D reductions. I call this the ‘naturaficial’: using the artificial to counteract the
structures of the artificial to make something appear natural.
The camera gazes at the space with an angle of view; reducing it to perspective lines that
penetrate through space; defining a fore-, mid-, and background segregating the space into spaces. Due
to these effects of the internal structure of the camera, the design of the room-in-a-room is not done
metrically; it would look unnatural to the camera. Rather, optic alignment is used, based on sight.
All these perspective lines cause a problem of alignment; in rectangular spaces, there are four
axes of calibration for alignment – The horizon, X, Y and Z – and thus when something is not straight it is
easily spotted by the viewer. Alongside, spaces with corners are harder to light and produce more
shadows. Broadcasters have found a solution for both problems, by making the space of the news
studio itself non-alignable; making it a circle or sphere. The infinite circle swirls the eye around and does
not allow it to find a focus point to calibrate the rest of the space with. Just like the studio lighting’s
‘shadow management’ does not allows shadows to be ‘nonchalantly’ cast. It fully controls where and
how it will be cast resulting in a complete “loss of the horizon-line”.34 There are simultaneously infinite
and zero axes of calibration in round spaces. It neither has a start nor an end. As the news, it’s 24/7. This
reverbs all the way to the on/on where a curved OLED television in the centre of the living room – all
furniture pointing towards it – bends the walls of the news studio towards the viewer, merging the
background into the foreground; what is far, brought close.
When the news studio is activated in the on/off order the elements that make the world tangible
are simulated in the otherwise dark, isolated space. All objects in the news studio, not just the
designated lights, light up. The ultimate visibility flushes all obscurity away. Now everything is
potentially perceived; microphone’s gain-meters show; text on autocues appears; inaudible voices of
the invisible team instruct what to do and when to do it.
When the news reaches the scannable in on/on order, it is fully contextualised. Graphics in the
on/on simulate a position and a location from which the news is broadcast, yet, both are segregated.
Though the news studio is essentially always located somewhere, somewhereness might signify
subjectivity – a perspective-line which the shape of the studio tries to dissimulate. Here positioning is
used to prevent connotations of a view from somewhere and location is used to simulate an objective
view from nowhere. Let’s first look at positioning, and afterwards locate the room-in-a-room.

34

Virilio. The Information Bomb. 14.
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Fig. d. NOS studio 8 backside

Maps and the position of the news studio:
From the 1940s35 onwards television news formulated its own discourse. Television news stems from
the radio news.36 The most important difference between television news and its predecessor was that
radio news is a phonetic discourse based on text, the television news consists of the addition of the
image; something that can only show itself. The development of the discourse of television news is
mostly based on the question what to do with the image. Images depict something. Depending on its
level of abstraction, images make the signifier and the signified fall together.37 Consequentially, when
the news itself became an image, the question what it itself depicts became significant; it now was also
showing itself. The act of depiction positions the news studio in a certain code – a paradigm.38 For the
news studio in order to maintain its position of nowhere, it has to dissimulate its own depiction; a
“generation by models of a real without origin or reality [i.e. somewhereness]”.39 The dissimulation of
its own depiction creates a vacuum, a cold simulated nowhereness that kills every contagious being;

Fig. e. conical map

motionless, sterile, stone-cold; in other words, objective. The act of distancing creating the non-space
between the news studio and the world is well illustrated by looking at how the news engages with
iconic40 (informational) visualisations of its subject; the world.
The use of maps signifies a certain understanding of the particular where maps refer to; this
understanding position the news. This is also the reason some broadcasters use different renditions of
the map – one being more ‘accurately’ iconic to actual space than the other. In the early days of
television news, in the on/off and on/on order, when broadcasters referred to spatial matters, they
would use print maps on the floor of the studio over which the anchors had to walk in order to localise
and proceed the story.41 Like a titan anchors would crush the earth under their feet. This connotation
made broadcasters rethink. Later they tried a cone shaped map, which the anchor would wear like a
skirt.42, e The benefit this map offered was that it was well visible in the frame of the camera; warping it
to fit the screen’s aspect ratio. Yet, the anchor would wear the world, bending over it with a pointy stick.
A further option, that is still widely used today, is the over-shoulder map – where the map would be
Fig. f. over-shoulder map Camel News Caravan

shown directly behind the anchor.43, f The problem this type of map produces is that it is always behind

This discourse, which Tobia calls the ‘International Style’ was mainly developed in the USA and UK. Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 181.
William Gibson. “Network News: Elements of a Theory.” Social Text. 1980. Vol. 3. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1980). 89-90.
37 John Fiske and John Hartley. Reading Television. (London: Routledge, 2003). 23.
38 Fiske and Hartley. Reading Television. 44-45.
39 Baudrillard. Simulations. 2.
40 Iconic because the informational map tries to “merge signified, signifier and referent” into one sign. Jonathan Bignell. Media Semiotics: an introduction.
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002.) 15.
41 Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 181.
42 Ibid., 181.
43 Ibid., 182.
35
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the anchor – the anchor sitting in front of the world; blocking it from the viewers direct interference.
The anchor is now the gatekeeper to the world. The type of map behind the anchor can be used to
simulate the quality of the gatekeeper. For example, CBS Evening News uses Goode’s homolosine
projection g – a pseudocylindrical 2D rendition of earth where the areas on it are ‘accurately’ depicted to
their real size – which positions the anchor as more ‘accurate’ than other broadcasters’.
Nowadays, technological developments, mainly of augmented reality (AR), allow for the
conversion of the news map from a two-dimensional reduction of space, to a three-dimensional

Fig. g. Homolosine map CBS Evening News

simulation in which the anchor would be situated. The anchor would not stand on the world, hang over
it or sit before it – the anchor would be simulated in it. The news studio is able to simulate a world-tobe-in. Yet, in consequence the anchor now defines the world: “the world moves upon demand, spinning
or flying into optimal position”44. One could argue that this aesthetics imply a god position, but a god
moves backwards – into history. (Earth was already created). The position of the television news studio
is rather that of a starship which, based on ‘techno-science’, moves us into the future; it formulates the
world to come. This is shown when we look at the use of globes which only exist in the on/on mode; but
also by the aesthetics of the weather broadcast, which I will talk about afterwards.
Fig. h. AR map CNN Live
Globes and the location of the news studio:
When you locate something to be somewhere, in negative, you also locate wherefrom that something is
shown. Hence, we can find the signified location of the studio by looking at the way the studio engages
with incorporation of globes which are “symbols of a viewpoint from a realm outside the world”.45
Globes are found in the on/on introduction videos of the news broadcast and they do not serve
the informational purposes maps fulfil: globes have a stronger symbolic function. These globes, often
abstract renditions of earth, disintegrate and reintegrate during graphic simulations. Rendered rather in
the colours of the broadcasting brand than those of the actual globe. The simulated distance of these
globes – based on the total coverage on screen – resembles space-based satellite photographs of earth.
Just as Baudrillard argues science, almost like a mirror, “distance[s] itself even further from its object”46,
the news studio does so too. This might explain why the mirror only became an analogy for objectivism
in news when the use of mirrors in science became widespread.47 The tele-satellitual position from
Fig. i. Globes in opening graphics
Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 187.
Margaret Morse. “Talk, Talk, Talk: the space of discourse in television news, sportcasts, talk shows and advertising”. Screen. 1985. Vol. 26:2. (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1985.). 7. Emphasis added.
46 Baudrillard. Simulations. 14.
47 Vos. “A mirror of the times”. 581.
44
45
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which these globes are animated is just still in orbit of earth, balancing on the tipping-point of gravity.
As if Icarus had flown just high enough to be still captured by the gravity of earth, but not high enough
to pull him back to it. (A political question I will not answer is whether he had already melted his wings
at this moment). What does the news studio imply with the use of a globe in its on/on introduction
Fig. j. NASA (satellite) images of earth

videos?
First, if that which happens on earth is the subject of the news – how local it may be – the news
studio itself needs a distance from it in order to see it in its whole. The animated distance to the globes,
secondly, allows the news studio to “have a function in relation to all the space that remains”48, the
further away, the more will fall into its digital gaze. It implies having an omni-present, total overview.
That distance, just as with space programs, can only be reached with rigorous techno-scientific
methods. It says to its viewers, ‘the news is rocket-science, we are its qualified engineers and the news
studio its propulsion into space. Thirdly, this position of a view from nowhere, dissimulates the
subjective position of the localised news studio; it moves it away from earthly coordinates and all its
contingencies such as earth-time. This is a ‘hands-off’ strategy: as if the reporters are wearing fully airtight editorial spacesuits, that isolates them from the ephemeral earth, and allows them to bridge the
gap of nothingness between earth and the news studio.
The globe therefore may well not just be about the news reporting on earth, but about the
simulated location of the news in regards to earth. According to Stuart Ewen, these “sets are styled to
create the look of a command center, to offer an imagistic sense of being ‘plugged-in’ […] to convey
authority”.49
In the creation of distance, which the news regards necessary for achieving objectivity, the news
studio also risks flying too far from earth. The news also has to land, symbolically. This might be why, in
the graphic introductions that use globes, there are zoom-in effects. Starting with tele-satellitual view,
floating in space, landing back on earth – preferably where the actual studio is based50, k – ending at the
anchor with a backdrop, say of a skyline.

Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 8.
Stuart Ewen. All Consuming Images. (New York: Basic Books, 1988). 264; Lynne Cooke. “A visual convergence of print, television, and the internet: charting
40 years of design change in news presentation” New media & society. 2005. Vol. 7:1. DOI:10.1177/1461444805049141. (London: SAGE publications, 2005).
35.
50 Michael P. Hill. “Earth Day: 10 ways the world is used in TV news graphics” Newscaststudio. 24-05-2017. Accessed on 02-07-2018.
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2017/04/24/earth-tv-news-graphics/.
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Fig. k. Zoom-in effect T: NBC Nightly Show B: ZDF Heute Journal

The vacuum of space: inside and outside
Weather aesthetics.
When zooming into the news studio, we pass through the atmosphere. The continuous global newsevent. In the off/off and on/off the weather stays in the sky, but, thanks to (green)screens it is imported
into the scannable of the on/on order. The news studio being completely isolated from the world, allows
for two things: The construction of its own climate and for that climate to be exported.
Tobia calls the engagement of the news studio with the weather broadcast ‘techno-weather’, a
virtual reality of “desires, freed of time and gravity,”51 in which the now cyborg-weatherperson “lives in
a fully digital climate”.52 Digital because techno-weather does not happen in the physical studio itself,
but in the server studio; the threshold between on/off and on/on where the recorded and the transtangible virtual elements meet.
The risk of unlocking the desires of the virtual, is that it “also permit us to assume deceptive
53

personae”. In the world of techno-weather, sensory data that makes the news are transgressed by the

Fig. l. The Weather Channel’s Jim Cantore virtually immersed in a
tornado-struck studio.

cyborg-weatherperson. It, firstly, paraphrases phenomena that normally cannot be ‘perceived’ by
human senses, such as pollen levels, fire risk, barometric pressure or mosquito populations. Secondly,
the techno-weather simulates a could-be-weather. The greenscreen’s accelerative structures push the
clouds in the atmosphere into a fast-forward mode: which might also explain why they are so often off.
Rather than lip-syncing the weather – which would happen in retrospect – the news studio transgresses
weather into the time framework of playback buttons, where the triangle, bars and square rather than
clouds, winds and humidity define the weather and ‘play’, ‘forward’ and ‘pause’ it. For example, when
techno-weather shows satellite-images of clouds. When it reaches the limit of time, the now, it start
jumping as if there is a delay in connection, forcing the clouds forward. The distance between a past
event and the news broadcast is now being transgressed into the distance to a possible future. The live
– racing near the speed of light onto your screen – collapses the now with the future which now happen
simultaneously.

Fig. m. Anchor Aidan McGivern in the Met Office studio

The news studio, because it creates the change between the new and news, allows for the
movement towards future news. It literally provides the weather by drawing points on a line from which
what comes next might be fore-cast – thrown-forward. Techno-weather transgressing into the future
signifies why the news broadcast and the space industry required the same services. The Metrological

Hillel Schwartz. The Culture of the Copy: Striking Likeness, Unreasonable Facsimiles. (New York: Zone Books, 1998). 363.
Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 188.
53 Schwartz. The Culture of the Copy. 363.
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Office’s (Met) chief executive Rob Varley, prided it “being the best weather and climate service in the
world.” But since 2018, he also regards the Met “the best in the galaxy” since they started ‘providing the
weather’ to the European Space Agency.54
Rather than most of the subjects the news studio incorporates, the weather remains a fully
unscripted event. Every playback transgression of weather into the studio also means that it will never
capture it. This might be why, firstly, some “shows even position the meteorologist in a dedicated
laboratory”,55 which gives them the appearance of a scientific and thus objective setting. Secondly, why
they use greenscreens and LED screens to show weather: they are essentially fully determinable. At the
end of a video by the Dutch Broadcast Foundation (NOS), answering the much-asked viewers question
‘whether we can run out of good weather?’, the camera zooms out of the LED-screen illustrations of

Fig. n. Peter Kuipers Munneke: “here I create my own weather”

weather, and the studio is shown. Weatherman Peter Kuipers Munneke notes, that, whatever the
weather may do in the Netherlands, “here I create my own weather”.56, n
Lights in dark room-in-a-room’s:
When Peter Kuipers Munneke, jokingly, noted that he creates his own weather in the studio, he was not
just joking. The room-in-a-room isolation, the studio’s space-based location and the playback buttons of
techno-weather exemplify this; it functions outside of earthly time. And because it is in “absolute break
with […] traditional time”,57 the news studio begins to fully function. Just in outer space at the tipping
point of earth’s orbit, where one sees a sunrise every 90 minutes,58 one can see the present fall
together with the future by looking at the shifting horizon between day and night.o This puts the news
studio into orbit of “planetary grand-scale optics”,59 where in order to stay in orbit it moves at about
28.000km/h.60 These “trans-horizon optics” create a tele-surveillance in which the whole world is
displayed, always,61 in past, present and future simultaneously. To dissimulate this alien(ated) position,
you will see a search for ‘naturaficial’ light of which the aim is to reach to the colour-rendering index
(CRI) of natural sunlight.

Caroline Davies. “MET Office still 'best forecaster in galaxy' despite BBC rejection” The Guardian. 10-02-2018. Accessed on 31-07-2018.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/feb/10/met-office-still-best-forecaster-in-galaxy-despite-bbc-rejection
55 Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 187.
56 Peter Kuipers Munneke “Geen zorgen mensen, het mooie weer kan niet ‘opraken’” NOS. 14-07-2018. (Hilversum: Nederlandse Omroep Stichting, 2018.)
Accessed on 15-07-2018. https://nos.nl/artikel/2241448-geen-zorgen-mensen-het-mooie-weer-kan-niet-opraken.html
57 Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 6.
58 Amiko Kauderer. “Make Contact: Astronaut Greg Chamitoff Answers Your Questions Week 3” NASA. 23-10-2010. Accessed on 03-08-2018.
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/main/qa_week3.html
59 Virilio. The Information Bomb. 12.
60 Kauderer. “Make Contact”; “STS-111 International Space Station: Question and Answer Board” Accessed on 03-08-2018.
https://www.nasa.gov/missions/highlights/webcasts/shuttle/sts111/iss-qa.html
61 Virilio. The Information Bomb. 13.
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Simultaneously, to simulate the ontology of an earth-day, news studio designer Simon Jago says
“you will see the lighting changes colour according to the time of day”,62 for the simple reason it is
completely shut off from outside elements. Getting “bluer as it gets later”.63 The backdrop view shown
on LED screens, “typically at least matches the lighting for the time of the day for that season”.64 When
this suddenly fails, the news studio shows its distance, as happened in NBC’s Chicago WMAQ-TV studio
in 2016. The Chicago backdrop was at night in the studio, before it was dark in Chicago itself. This news
studio aesthetics, might imply the necessity to place it in the starship code. How else to know, when
floating in dark space, whether it is day or night according to earth-time then by using artificial lights to
simulate it?
McLuhan argued that “electric lighting” – the genuine lightbulb – “created space without walls,
and day without night.”65 LED lights and screens take this a step further by in that creation of space,

Fig. o. globe graphics on modular, rounded LED panels. The blue
of night and the red of dawn visible simultaneously.

dissimulate difference with other natural-lit spaces by imitating day and night. LED lights and screens
consist of red, green and blue diodes (RGB), which are also the colours most news studios use in their
off/off décor because the RGB spectrum is what the décor eventually is reduced to; it is the spectrum of
the virtual. Why we do not see many green decors, is because green has been reserved for greenscreens
and AR. The RGB spectrum has become the spectrum of that-which-brings-reality; which now appears
by self-lit, light emitting technologies – rather than the light of reflection which lights our earth in first
instance and thus creates earth-time that makes change possible. Therefore, the RGB diodes simulate a
substitute horizon, that only appears on-screen, 66 and the screen (television) turns into the news
studio’s dedicated domestic telescope. Only when the news studio is on/on, the world is turning.
The problem of the transparency of glass:
Some news studios have glass walls; either internal or external. In a chapter later on I will talk about
internal glass walls. First external glass walls, which allow the outside world to blow into the eye67 of the
studio; as the windows in a painter’s studio which allows natural light to quicken his or her pigments.
Correspondingly, glass walls allow the news studio to look outside. This might be the reason the term

Simon Jago, Jago Design. Interview by Eef Veldkamp. Monday 18th of April, 2018. London. Transcribed. 00:15:28;00:15:06.
Jago. Interview. 00:15:34.
64 Micahel P. Hill. “Sun Sets Early at NBC Chicago” NewscastStudio. 09-08-2016. Accessed on 08-08-2018.
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2016/08/09/sun-sets-early-nbc-chicago/
65 Marshall McLuhan. Undestanding Media. (London: Routledge, 2001). 138-139.
66 Virilio. The Information Bomb. 14.
67 The word ‘window’ stems from the 12c Norse ‘vindr’ (wind) and ‘auga’ (eye). Harper, Douglas. "window". Online Etymology Dictionary. 2018. Lancaster:
Douglas Harper. Accessed on 03-08-2018. https://www.etymonline.com/word/window
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‘studio’ stems from studium68 – a place to study. However, in the vein of the substitute horizon of the
news studio, the reintroduction of natural light raises a problem. A problem “everyone else has failed”69
to solve, namely that natural light has become so alien to the studio, that it cannot deal with anything
but the artificial.
John Gates, a lighting engineer for ABC7 Chicago’s WLS, said that he tried to prevent what he
called the “Today Show Syndrome”.70 The Today Show’s glass walled studio was suffering from changing
colours and intensities of light during the day. Natural light is now a part of the pathology of reality, a
sickness that has to be undone of its un-workable ephemerality. To prevent the camera to be
contaminated by this sickness, Gates tried to quarantine the news studio from the changing day by
installing “a roller shade system with blackout material […] plus a Neutral Density 3 and an ND6 [filters]
[…] and a woven material.”.71 Correspondingly, he installed daylight lamps which came close to the
temperature of natural daylight and so eternalised the mid-point of day.
Emily Barr, president of WLS, argued that the glass wall of State Street Studiop is their “window
on the world”, as well as “the world's window to us".72 This symbolic attempt has clearly failed, for in
order for the news studio to be the window on the world, it itself seems to be unable to be in the world;
its simulated environment is incompatible with reality. This is exemplified by the use of bulletproof glass
for WLS’s glass window.73 Even when minivan crashed into it during a broadcast, it held up “exactly the
way it was supposed to”, Barr said, and the “broadcast continued”.74
The domestic telescope, with its changeable LED-based RGB colours is yet the only medium that
shares the simulated nature of the news studio and thus is the only privileged domain that is allowed to
see inside. The news studio is now only to be live spectated through its glass wall when it itself is not live
(off/off). And it is only allowed to be spectated when it is live, on/on, through the LED wall of the
domestic telescope. In between, in on/off, the only eyes watching are those of the production team. The
“system of opening and closing” in between the three studiomatic orders “both isolate them and make
them penetrable”.75 The external glass wall only becomes transparent under special precondition; there
is a censorship on transparency of glass in news studios.
“studio” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Online edition
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/studio
69 John Gates. “A Window On The World” Live Design. 2007. Vol 41:1. 48.
70 Gates. “A Window On The World”. 48. Emphasis added.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 “ABC7 Chicago State Street Studio” Chicago Architecture Info. Accessed on 05-08-2018.
https://www.chicagoarchitecture.info/Building/1099/ABC7ChicagoStateStreetStudio.php
74 This also raises the question whether they expected such a thing to happen, why otherwise use bulletproof glass? “Driver faces felony in studio crash”
ABC7 Chicago. 24-12-2007. Accessed on 05-08-2018. http://abc7chicago.com/archive/5853137/.
75 Foucault. “Of Other Spaces”. 7.
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Fig. p. WLS State Street Studio, ABC7 Chicago.

When the outside does come in:
When real objects from real space do enter the news studio, a sense of oddity applies. As using the rules
of chess in monopoly; this sign does not fit the parole of the news studio. During a segment of a NOS
broadcast about the amount of personal information social media collects, after a short clip, suddenly
five huge stacks of paper had appeared in the studio.76, q Barbara Walet, chief presentation and direction
of the NOS noted that, “It is odd that every day you would show 3D animations, and then when
something physical appears, it feels weird.”77 The news studio appears so far away from reality, that
when both are brought together they feel incommensurable. Rather, the simulation now feels more real
than reality itself.
In the next chapters I will investigate ‘reality effects’ used in the simulated that make it realistic.

Fig. q. stacks of paper and NOS anchor Jeroen Overbeek

Staying in orbit: reality effects
Behind the streamlined news desk:
The news desk often forms the centre of the news studio. One thing that links different news desks to
each other is their relative size; they are large. Their size correlates to what the anchor is expected to do
in the studio. Are they to move the size of the news desk shrinks. Are they to be placed behind it, the
news desk’s size increases. In this chapter I will talk about those studios in which the desk is the large
‘terminal’ of the anchor. In the next chapter I will talk about the movements that make the news desk
shrink in order to make room for movement.
News desks have in common that they no longer resemble the traditional study room desk,
made of heavy oak, which was used in the early days of television news.78, f Today’s desks, as much as

Fig. r. CBS’s KTVA Alaska desk
covered to protect it while off/off.

the architecture of the news studio itself, have rounded and organic shapes. The materials they are
made of, in contrast, are highly synthetic – often consisting of oil-based glass-like materials such as
acrylic glass that can be cast into virtually any shape. This news desk aesthetics has multiple reasons.
The first reason is a technical one. The second reason is that these materials have no significant texture
such as wood; and even if they contain wood, it is covered in a plastic laminate or a layer of epoxy
resin.x Why they have no texture introduces the third reason, which is about perspective lines and the
“NOS Journaal 20:00 25-05-2018” NOS. 2018. Accessed on 13-08-2018. (Hilversum: Nederlandse Omroep Stichting, 2018.)
https://nos.nl/uitzending/33459-nos-journaal.html. 20:37.
77 Walet. Interview. 00:27:30.
78 Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 182;184.
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Fig. s. CBS’s KTVA Alaska desk uncovered
with anchors behind it.

‘reflection’ of the viewers gaze, flexing79 it into a certain direction as the wing of an airplane does with
air. In other words, it streamlines the news studio.
If we move to the on/off order, where the news desk is to perform its function, it can be
regarded as the terminal of the anchor, which introduces the technical reason. According to the
presentation director of the BBC, Paul-Gwyn Jones, the news desk is where the backup systems are
located.80 Backup microphones are mounted in the desk. A (computer/talent) monitor – placed at an
angle towards the anchor so it is not seen by the camera – is mounted just under the table top; which
also defines why many news desks are (semi)transparent. This transparency can well be used to
implement extra lighting, directly into the desk.81 On the table top, a hard copy of the script is placed, all
above to serve the anchor in case the autocue – placed on the camera – does not work. Backup of
backup Jones noted.82 All for the sake of consistency. Making sure that the broadcast will work fluently,
always.

Fig. t. Mediacorp Channel 8 news desk

The news desk thus, on technical basis, functions to streamline the news broadcast. The second
function of the news desk, according to Paul-Gwyn Jones, is that it is a way to work away some of the
‘clutter’.83 On aesthetics levels, the lack of texture – it being streamlined – prevents friction, and
generates reflection which guides the view into the depth were attention is needed: at the narrator of
the news – the only textured being in the news studio. (Although, especially in the USA anchors are
often more like models84, covered in layers of make-up – or what anchor Cheryl Hickey calls “restoration
tools”85 to look as good as new – that fill up all contrasting bumps in the skin, making them streamlined
too). In the scannable on/on domain, that is restricted and defined by the framing camera, the desk
positions the anchor at a distance from the viewer. “Sitting behind a formidable desk” 86, this almost
patriarchal semiotic position of the anchor “is constructed to transmit an appearance of incorruptibility,
and of omni-science”.87 It helps maintain one of the important elements for news organisations:
credibility. News facts themselves do not communicate their importance and ‘trueness’. The aesthetical
context in which something is brought does imply the importance of the fact. A marble desk might
signify wealth and power, a wooden one study, and the transparent one signifies itself: transparency.
‘reflection’ stems from the Latin ‘flectere’ which means flexible. Harper, Douglas. 2018. "reflection". Online Etymology Dictionary. Lancaster: Douglas
Harper. Accessed on 03-08-2018. https://www.etymonline.com/word/reflection
80 Paul-Gwyn Jones, BBC. Interview by Eef Veldkamp. Thursday 31th of May, 2018. London. Transcribed. 00:32:40.
81 Smit. Interview. 00:01:05.
82 Jones. Interview. 00:31:30.
83 Ibid., 00:32:40.
84 Ibid., 00:13:10.
85 Global TV Toronto “Behind the scenes guided tour of Global TV Toronto” Global News. 2012. YouTube video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIpqJHgDudA. 00:02:15.
86 Ewen. All Consuming Images. 264.
87 Ibid.
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Fig. u. Ren TV news Russia news desk

Credibility or trust are not a priori accidents of transparency. Transparency above all shows all; it
is indifferent to what is shown. The object that is transparent, as well as the spaces before and beyond it
are not indifferent. If we think back of the mirror metaphor, the glass in a mirror must be transparent to
make the reflective layer behind it reflect. The reflective surface functions to reveal, by the act of
reflecting, that its carrier is not contaminated by anything – it implies a sterile environment in which we
can safely watch the news. The transparent layer is ‘really’ transparent and that conveys trust. This
might define why people, in times of portable devices, still turn to ‘television’ news in the case of big
events.88

Fig. v. Russia Today (RT) America news desk

Reflection is thus the way by which the news studio shows itself is not to be dirty. The idea of
sterility is implemented throughout the news studio. Its glossiness makes the studio always look as good
as new. That the news studio is a non-space, distanced from earth in the nothingness of space also
means to be in a vacuumed, freezing, sterile, completely empty space in order to isolate the news studio
from earth. Nothing dangerous can survive the trip from earth to the news studio without the right
editorial-spacesuit. As a speck of dust on a mirror-telescope can ruin the view, a speck of dust on the
studio can ruin the news.
The shape of the news desk has another function in the on/on order. If the anchor and guests
would be placed in a row, as with a normal rectangular table, none of them would be properly visible
from the camera’s and thus the viewer’s point of view. One of the ways broadcasters engage with this
issue is by making news desks (half)eye-shaped or trapeze-shaped.x These shapes firstly have the effect

Fig. w. Kompas TV Indonesia news desk

of counteracting the angle of the lens of the camera, which allow for the different guests on
the left and right side of the table to be ultimately visible on-screen.89 Secondly, the part of the trapezedesk that is closest to the camera is wide, and at its furthest point from the camera it is narrow. This
enhances a credibility-creating depth because this shape – complimented by glossy reflections –
exaggerates a single point on the horizon by drawing diagonal lines towards it; to where the anchor is
located. The effect of this perspective is that it distances the object that is on that point on the horizon
while simultaneously pointing towards is. The shape of the news desk shows the viewer where attention
is needed. It points towards the person who has the agency to start, stop and interact on the newsnarrative. This tactic is often more explicit in talk shows, where the persona of the anchor is more
central to the broadcast.90

Fig. x. NOS Nieuwsuur news desk

Jones. Interview. 00:21:05.
Smit. Interview. 00:03:00.
90 Ibid., 00:02:30.
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Aesthetics of movement:
As noted in the last chapter, the static news desk aesthetics are being replaced in some news studios by
the aesthetics of movement. Being behind-the-news-desk implies an authoritarian position, standing up
and walking, according to Barbara Walet raise a position of the “tour guide”91, who takes its viewer
through the news – as to simulate the experience of being at the news. The domestic telescope now
rather becomes a tele-transporter. “YOU are news […] you are involved”92
However, movement does not seem to comply with the news studio’s principle of consistency;
rather it seems to allow for change and flexibility; elements of that domain of the new the studio tries to
distance itself from. However, these movements are not spontaneous, they are “very carefully
scripted”.93 Where sitting behind a desk takes away any need for movement, movement itself needs to
be rigidly scripted. Regardless of script, Walet and Jones argue that anchors are not actors,94 but Walet
does add that the key-broadcasts are rehearsed.95 José Alberto de Carvalho, a Portuguese anchor, on
the other hand notes that anchoring is “acting because he has to imagine what is on the screen”96. The
anchor, while being in the on/off order, lives life in the on/on order being alienated from the body into
its ‘reflection’ in the virtual. This is exemplified by what Zettl calls the “fog” of greenscreens97, about
which I speak in a later chapter.
Introducing movement into the news studio, might well relate to what Robert Stam calls
“scripted spontaneity”.98 Here the artificial of the studio, tries to resemble the real. It becomes
naturaficial. Just like in robotics, it is not necessarily the humanoid’s ‘skin’ – its appearance – that is hard
to simulate. It are the movements the robot makes and how those resemble the real with which
developers have been struggling. Mastering scripted movement shows that broadcasters have the
fragile nature of news, and the contextualisation the studio offers under full control. One of the
naturaficial life-lines for anchors to perform as actors without appearing to act is the autocue.
Autocue and the fourth wall:

Walet. Interview. 00:13:13.
Baudrillard. Simulations. 53.
93 Jago. Interview. 00:22:10.
94 Walet. Interview. 00:20:25; Jones. Interview. 00:15:10. Think also of the Sinclair affair in 2018, which made dozens of its local satellite stations speak the
same text. Jacey Fortin and Jonah Engel Bromwich. “Sinclair Made Dozens of Local News Anchors Recite the Same Script” New York Times. 2018. Accessed
on 19-05-2018. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/02/business/media/sinclair-news-anchors-script.html
95 Walet. Interview. 00:19:00; 00:32:20.
96 José Azevedo, Luciana Fernandes and Maria de Rosário Saraiva. “Trends in TV News Scenography and their Influence on Journalists and Journalism.” The
End of Journalism? Technology, Education and Ethics conference. 2008. (Bedfordshire: University of Bedfordshire, 2008). 9.
97 Herbert Zettl. Sight, sound, motion: applied media aesthetics. 6 ed. (Boston: Wadsworth Cengage Learning, 2011). 45.
98 Robert Stam. “Television News and Its Spectator” Regarding Television. Edited by Ann Kaplan. (Los Angeles: The American Film Institute, 1983). 28.
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The autocue99 is a device which is never seen on screen, however it is always looked through and
presumably, if we could look into the reflection in the eyes of the anchor we could see it. The autocue is
located on the camera, right in front of the lens where ‘optical beam splitter glass’ reflects light from
text scrolling on a screen placed at 90 degrees just underneath the camera. This way the “text is shown
‘in’ the camera”100. Like security mirrors the autocue secures that the text of the news is well seen by
the anchor, without the viewer seeing or even knowing it. It provides the anchor with consistent,
perfectly timed text; but also with other instructions which show themselves accidentally, as when a
BBC anchor Gavin Grey read aloud to “pause for effect”.101
Simultaneously the autocue ensures that the anchor does not have to look away from the
camera and thus away from the viewer’s eyes for the simple reason “we believe people who look us in
the eye”.102 This credibility flows forth from exactly the opposite reason why actors do not look into the
camera in (most) movies. Movies protect the ‘fourth-wall’ – the invisible wall “that separates the

Fig. y. NOS anchor Rob Trip using the autocue, looking into the
camera, your eyes and at himself simultaneously.

audience from the action on screen”103 – and thus maintain a fictional sphere absolutely loose from
reality, hence a utopic domain. The news studio turns this logic around, firstly because eye contact is the
“main mode of establishing a communicative context between humans”.104 It simulates a relation with
the viewer on the tipping point between formal and intimate; anchors do say ‘good evening’ but not
‘sweet dreams’.
Secondly, because the news studio has distanced itself, it has to establish communication over
great distance which it does by ‘playing the camera’ – the displaced embodiment of the eye. looking
into the camera simulates credibility by trying to take away any notion that implies something like a
fourth wall including the use of autocue itself. For this reason, anchor Leslie Roberts jokingly says the
Fig. z. BBC anchor explaining the autocue

autocue is a technology which “of course we never use, never”, but he reveals that “the trick is you
make it look like you never use it”105 which the ‘in’ camera text allows for.

Also called a ‘teleprompter’.
“Terugkijken: De Achterkant van het NOS Journaal” NOS. 15-01-2016. Video. (Hilversum: Nederlandse Omroep Stichting, 2016.)
https://nos.nl/artikel/2078850-terugkijken-de-achterkant-van-het-nos-journaal.html. Translated from Dutch to English by Eef Veldkamp. 00:37:30.
101 Michael P. Hill. “BBC Anchor has Ron Burgundy moment: ‘pause for effect’” NewscastStudio. 31-08-2015. Accessed on 10-08-2018.
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2015/08/31/bbc-anchor-has-ron-burgundy-moment-pause-for-effect/
102 Tess M.S. Neal and Stanley L. Brodsky “Expert Witness Credibility as a Function of Eye Contact Behavior and Gender” Criminal Justice and Behaviour.
Edited by Roberd D. Morgan. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 2008). Vol 35:12. 1516.
103 Richard W. Kroon. "fourth wall." In A/V A to Z: An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Media, Entertainment and Other Audiovisual Terms. (Jefferson: McFarland,
2014.) Online edition. https://search-credoreference-com.gold.idm.oclc.org/content/entry/mcfav/fourth_wall/0?institutionId=1872
104 Paula M. Niedenthal, Martial Mermillod, Marcus Maringer and Ursula Hess “The Simulation of Smiles (SIMS) model: Embodied simulation and the
meaning of facial expression” Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 2010. Vol. 33. DOI:10.1017/S0140525X10000865. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010). 426.
105 Global. “Behind the scenes”
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During the early days of television news, anchors would write their text on a blackboard next to
the camera. This outmoded autocue created “the illusion that they had memorised the top stories”.106
But, the blackboard being next to the camera, reduced eye contact.107 Longer eye contact is preferable,
because we have longer eye contact with people we are intimate with;108 people we are close to –
dissimulating the news studios’ distance.
Nowadays, the autocue symbolically ‘breaks’ through the fourth wall by dissimulating its own
presence. Allowing the anchor to look into the camera’s and thus ‘your’ eye continuously, talking to you.
This symbolically reduces the distance between the viewer and the broadcast; creating a forced
intimacy. Involving you. But only symbolically, because there is and shall never be any real eye contact.
Robotic naturalism & consistency:
The aesthetics of control and movement allow the studio to functions as a factory, at the production
line we find the camera which is handled with most care. This is why manually operated cameras are
being replaced by robotic versions. A robotic camera is a camera that is programmed to make a certain
shot, and this shot is always the same. So, it is are the heads and pedestals – its neck and legs – on
which the cameras are placed that are robotic.109 Rather than the human’s limbs, of which every
movement is erratic, the robotic camera allows for programmed consistency. As the BBC notes,
"without robotic cameras, we wouldn’t get the distinctive sweeps and fast moves".110 It turns the news
studio into a highly mechanic place.
A set of reasons broadcasters choose for this method, might be the same why (alongside
economic motives) manufacturers choose for robotic machinery. Firstly, because its product, the news,
will always look and be the same. Secondly, there is no room for human failure in the production line.
Thirdly, rather than humans, machines are made of sterile metals and plastics which allow no
Fig. aa. Robotic cameras on rails in BBC’s studio C

contamination to seep it in the discursive formation of new into news. Lastly, all products that move
through the factory are treated with the same time and care, which reduces the risk for bias and thus
results in a uniform product. This gives a formal stability to the ever-changing flow of news and limits

Mike Conway. “The Extemporaneous Newscast: The Lasting Impact of Walter Cronkite's Local Television News Experiment” American Journalism. Edited
by Ford Risley. (New York: Routledge, 2009). Vol 26:3. 33-34.
107 Ibid., 34; 47. For this reason early CBS WTOP-TV anchor Walter Cronkite refused to use the blackboard-script in his early shows so he presented
extemporaneously. Only around 1962, when the autocue started to be widely used, his concern of losing eye contact with the viewer was eliminated so he
also started using it..
108 Niedenthal, “The Simulation of Smiles”. 425.
109 BBC Academy “Robotic Camera Systems”. BBC. 2018. Accessed on 17-07-2018.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/technology/article/art20140313104307334
110 BBC. “Robotic Camera System”.
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the possibility of human failure. “It [robotic camera] gives consistency”, and everybody in and around
the studio is “following that logic”.111
Regardless of it’s rigorous consistency, the robot’s movements are based on human movement;
and it is placed at eye-level. When I asked Barbara Walet about the aim of their studio, she said she
wanted the real: “There is nothing at the NOS that is fake”.112 With ‘fake’ Walet is not implying the
studio does not exist; nor that it is fictive or false. It is an argument for naturalism which functions so
that “camera placing, filming, and editing are conducted with the goal of completely erasing or
minimalizing all signs of camera placing, filming, and editing”.113 ‘Real’ thus means (looking as if) not
simulated; “true ‘raw’ news”.114 Human movements give themselves through their contingencies,
Fig. ab. Electric Friend’s R1 Robot crane system.

robotic movements do not, so they comply with the aimed-for naturalism. So, if the robotic camera is
used to consistency by taking away contingencies to achieve a credibility to support that which is shown
is not simulated, why – as Jago puts it – “when you are watching the news [on/on], you can see the
cameras go around and you are kind of aware that you are watching something staged?”.115 He adds, “if
you are trying to make somewhere look ‘real’, why would you show the artifice behind the stage?”.116
Reality effects:
The unveiling of the artifice, symbolically looking viewers in the eyes as well as the scripted spontaneity
of movement, can be explained as reality effects, which are strategic details designed to bring about a
sensation of verisimilitude.117 These are, as Barthes puts it, notations118 – the smallest and seemingly
most insignificant details with no function in the narrative (the news item) itself – that say “we are
real”.119 These elements paraphrase a non-fictive narrative in a fictive environment; and they thus only
happen as reality effects on/on – even though they are present in all studiomatic orders. Anchors chat in
everyday life, but they don’t just chat during broadcast:ac during which it is a reality effect.
But how is something that shows the highly coordinated and made space of the news studio –
such as Jago’s sweeping camera’s – creating reality effects? These notations moreover aim to unveil the
reality behind a narrative, not a narrative behind reality.

Jones. Interview. 00:39:20.
Walet. Interview. 00:05:20.
113 Gibson. “Network News”. 103.
114 Walet. Interview. 00:05:20.
115 Jago. Interview. 00:20:50.
116 Ibid., 00:57:13.
117 Stam. “Television News and Its Spectator”. 32.
118 Roland Barthes. “The Reality Effect” French literary theory today: a reader. Edited by Todorov Tzvetan. Translated by R. Carte. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1982). 11.
119 Barthes. “The Reality Effect”. 16.
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Fig. ac. ZDF Heute Journal anchors chat before the broadcast

The answer, firstly, might be that viewers essentially know that they are watching a highly
simulated studio, and by showing that fact – even briefly – it creates trust. It is an argument stating: ‘we
know it is simulated too, see!’. they signify that the magic trick is indeed a trick, not sorcery, without
unveiling the trick itself. Moreover, denying the made space of the news studio to be made might be a
less effective strategy. Secondly, it shows the sophistication that takes place around the production of
broadcast news; it is not taken lightly; enforcing respectability.
Hence, the news studio’s reality effects are “deterrence machine[s]”120 used to “rejuvenate in
reverse the fiction of the real”121 – by providing “the real by the imaginary”.122 Such as looking viewers
in the eyes while not really looking them in the eye. This moves the news studio beyond true and false
and distances it’s object – news – which by negation now appears truer than ever before.

Dissimulation of distance: resolution
Blurred cloth and the Z-axis:
In former times, when cameras could not capture images in such a high resolution as they do today, and
the aspect ratio of the screen was only 4:3, there was only a fraction of the pixels available to designers
that can be seen on-screen today. This, firstly, meant that those things depicted were less visible;
constrained by the medium into the veil of pixelation. Therefrom much of the on/on graphics stem. For
example, the coloured bars behind texts such as names of interviewees were used to contrast the text
to make it visible.123 Secondly, the constraint of resolution meant that depth disintegrated easily. A
problem because, as Zettl notes, the Z-axis (depth) is very important to television.124
Nevertheless, the veil of pixelation – because it made things less visible – also offered
possibilities for the simulation of depth because it took fewer cosmetic measures to hide the simulation
of it. For example, back in the day news studios used cloth backdrops rather than screens. These
backdrops, depicting scenes such as sky-lines or globes, were printed blurred, unsharp.125 This blur
simulated the perception of a certain depth of field. Depth of field creates a distance between what is
here and that which is over there. The camera places the beholder somewhere in the threshold
between both. That which is further away is unsharp to the eye and that which is close appears clear.
Baudrillard. Simulations. 25.
Ibid.
122 Ibid., 36.
123 Smit. Interview. 00:38:20.
124 Herbert Zettl. “The Rare Case of Television Aesthetics” Journal of the University Film Association. Vol. 30:2. (Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1978). 5.
125 Smit. Interview. 00:24:30.
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The studio brings news close – makes it clear – but how close ‘close’ is, is only relative to the amount
depth of the threshold created by the Z-axis. The more depth, the closer the news can come and the
longer the distance it thus can cover.
While the image capturing techniques got better, and resolution subsequently increased, it could
be seen that this depth of field was simulated by printed cloth – and the illusion of depth would
disappear.126 Hence broadcasters had to come up with new ways of creating depth. In order for new
depth-creating technologies to be developed and become visible, first the medium’s resolution had to
be increased. So, let’s first take a look at resolution of the on/on.
The domestic telescope
The screen – the on/on – is where the on/off and off/off orders are finally framed and is thus where the

Fig. ad. McMichael’s 512R
12’ from 1951 can be
‘closed’

Fig. ae. Kuba Komet Chassis

news receives its final cut. The screen hence defines much of how the news eventually is displayed. Let’s
take a look at the screen. In the early days of television, when resolution was low, the image in grayscale
and the screens small it was not the television itself manufacturers put their most attention to, but the
furniture around it.127 The room was isolated by the frame of the furniture. The hard, non-virtual
scenery; functioning like lead to X-rays. Not because the electronics of the screen were excessively
bulky,ae but because it was not yet seen as the centre of the living room. Televisions themselves were
not quickly accepted by the wide public. Only by 1985 most American households owned a television.128
Today’s screens do the opposite; the border of the screen keeps transgressing the furnitureag
around it until one day it will be unframed – it will annex the room itself. The screen will become the
room and the viewer will be in it; the viewer will be in the studio which becomes the room. Rather than
being in furniture, and that furniture supplying129 a screen, the screen has started to furnish itself by
progressively losing its furniture. Framing itself in the ontology of the whole world – the planetary
grand-scale optics. Jane Feuer notes that the screen has become part of the “furniture of everyday
Fig. af. Kuba Komet 1962. Its screen was 21” or 23”, the
furniture’s was 216x171x75cm, made of maple and wenge and
it weighed 192kg.

life”130, yet the screen has surpassed this point. It furnishes everyday life; the news broadcast showing
what everyday life itself is.
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128 Tobia. “Truth to Materials”. 180.
129 ‘Furniture’ stems from the French fourniture which means ‘to supply; provide’. “furniture” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford:
Oxford University Press). Online edition. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/furniture
130 Jane Feuer. “The Concept of Live Television: Ontology as Ideology” Regarding Television. Edited by Ann Kaplan. (Los Angeles: The American Film Institute,
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Resolution and atmospheric interference:
When full HD started to be widely accessible, my father bought a new television. It had a substantial
higher resolution than his old one, and it was also larger enlarging like a looking glass what is seen;
bringing it close. Soon after installing it, my father said that he did not like that he could see everything.
Every pimple, every hair of the anchor, every speck of dust on the plexiglass was now visible to the
viewer’s gaze– nothing was to be concealed behind the veil of pixelation; no noise in the picture; the
image’s resolution transgressed photorealism.
What my father’s comment signifies is that he did not appreciate the quality of broadcast-reality.
The atmospheric interference on the resolution of the domestic telescope of low-res times implied a

Fig. ag. Sony Bravia A1 OLED series (KD-55A1).

distance; a distance that could not be bridged without the loss of quality. The longer the referential
distance the television news studio incorporated in its space, the higher the amounts of atmospheric
interference on the domestic telescope. Not just in quality, but also in delay as when film still had to be
developed. Now any reportage is always already ready, even when it is still being filmed. The increase of
resolution – just as the development of clearer glass – allows to look through the murky atmosphere.
There is nothing implying a distance between the world in which my father is, and that space reporting
on the world, while the distance itself is still there. The medium dissimulated itself to the near invisible.
It awakens the impossible but yet pursued falling together of present and represent. The screen as the
news studio’s on/on order becomes a medium “for seeing” as well as “for foreseeing”.131 The domestic
telescope, then the domestic tele-transporter, now rather becomes the domestic tele-time-machine.
Hertz and ultimate visibility:
While the resolution got higher, the frequency at which screens refresh per second – hertz132 – also
increased; the more they flicker the ‘smoother’ the image. Although humans see above 60 hertz,133
humans do so in the corners of the eye134 – which are biologically designed to spot sudden movements,
for example of charging predators. Many screens today are displaying well above 60 hertz – 120, 240 Hz
– and are advertising it with fancy names.135 The television is now starting to, physically, attract our
attention as if it is hunting for it. This might be the reason why when there is a television on in the room,

Virilio. The Information Bomb. 16.
Also called: motion rate; refresh rate; frame rate.
133 James Davis, Yi-Hsuan Hsieh & Hung-Chi Lee. “Humans perceive flicker artifacts at 500 Hz” Nature. 2015. Scientific reports no. 5:7861.
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep07861
134 Davis, Hsieh & Lee. “Humans perceive flicker artifacts at 500 Hz” Figure 1.
135 Many manufacturers have different names and notations for Hz. LG: Picture Mastering Index. Panasonic: Black Light Motion Rate. Philips: Perfect Motion
Rate. Samsung: Picture Quality Index. Sony: MotionFlow XR.
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Fig. ah. Illustration of the amount of refresh movements per
second (s) for 60, 120, and 240 Hz in a sine wave graph

it is so hard not to look at it. The humans TV-epistemophelia is not fully self-caused; the medium
partakes in it.
In spite of the sheer increase in resolution of 2D mediums, the news studio in the on/on is still
one dimension away from the real. This is the dimension that creates distance; the third dimension –
the studio’s last frontier.
Transparency as Trompe-l’oeil and resolution-of-depth:
The third dimension is also an invincible frontier; for the last order, on/on always flattens it. This
realisation lead news broadcasters to increase actual depth by the use of transparency in their off/off
studios in order to create a higher simulated resolution-of-depth in the on/on order. Let’s look at three

Fig. ai. NOS’s frosted glass wall studio

different Trompe-l’oeil’s – visual illusions of depth – in the actual-to-virtual creation of resolution-ofdepth, which it does with internal glass walls.
The NOS uses its glass-walled studioai for daytime broadcasts – when the news is still ‘in
progress’.136 Their frosted glass wall both simulates depth, and signifies things to be happening behind
it. However, it also obscures what happens behind by taking away the possibility for viewers to discern
what reporters are doing, therefore also isolating the fragile, developing news from the outside world.
One of the earliest who took the fully transparent glass wall strategy was the 1963’s CBS halfhour programme.137 This so called ‘command-center’ look has been popular since the 80’s.138 Glass walls

Fig. aj. ITV green screen studio and virtual control-room backdrop

allow the viewer to see the area behind the studio. “The background may be of a bank of monitors”
which symbolises an “ideal space or a nowhere where information is gathered”.139 This can be virtual,
such as ITV’s control-room backdrop,aj however most prefer a real newsroom such as at the BBC.ak
Transparent glass walls do bring dangers to the sterile news studio: “real people” Jones notes, and “real
people do real things”140 like wear shorts and eat food. By showing the newsroom, the symbolical
meaning of transparency is perused: truth and honesty. The viewer can now see, trough the depth,
exactly where the news is ‘made’, and there is no-thing, in between it and the viewers’ gaze.
There is a problem inherent to this logic. Lefebvre notes that in the western tradition, the
known and the transparent are thought to coincide. He calls this the illusion of transparency which
makes itself appear as luminous; a view of space as innocent. Yet, both merely “hides behind the

Fig. ak. L: BBC atrium news room R: BBC studio-E with its news room backdrop
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other”141, it does not just show unhindered. Transparency, just like camouflage, both hides and
shows,142 which might explain why “camouflage officers were called ‘window dressers’”.143 Dressing a
window is to place an appealing scene at the other side of the window; like a newsroom. What is at the
other side of the carrier of transparency, is a scene. The word transparency illustrates this: that which is
beyond (trans)144 will appear (parere)145. Consequentially that thing that is ‘here’, veiling and unveiling
what will appear beyond, becomes invisible.
Globoal tries to counteract this problem, by showing the glass is indeed transparent and thus
‘truthful’ and ‘honest’. The glass “has a special film over it that can be darkened so that laser projections

Fig. al. Globo Jornal Nacional L: view from news room into the studio; AR elements flying into it.
R: anchor with AR elements and news room backdrop

can be bounced of it.”.146 By decreasing glass’s transparency, the news studio is able to depict quite
literally its transparency: by moving virtual objects from the news room, through the glass wall, into the
news studio.
Disorienting reality: augmented reality (AR) and greenscreens:
NOS anchor, Annechien Steenhuizen noted that their “robotic camera […] can show the whole studio
from above, from underneath, from left or right.”147 Alongside the consistency-based accuracy of the
robotic camera, it allows for the almost undisguisable simulation of the real through greenscreens and
AR, because AR needs consistent, accurate camera mapping of the actual space it will be applied over,
by “combining hard scenic elements with laser projections”.148
The resulting virtual reality of AR and greenscreens is not only “indistinguishable to real
footage”149 as Brainstorm, a 3D graphics solutions company argues. Not only is the Trompe-L’oeil of the
virtual as realistic as reality, it also “blurs the lines between real and virtual”150 – it transcends real
footage. Robert Lasry notes that with AR one can “get creative”, bending the rules of the space and of
nature itself. Floors can become bendable, walls can warp to all shapes; it “can give any space an

Henry Lefebvre. The Production of Space. Translated by Donald Nicholson-Smith. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1991). 27-28.
Schwartz. The Culture of the Copy. 188.
143 Ibid., 192.
144 “trans-” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Online edition.
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/trans145 Parere. “transparent-” Oxford Dictionaries. 2018. Accessed on 03-08-2018. (Oxford: Oxford University Press). Online edition.
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/transparent
146 Michael P. Hill. “An inside look at Globo’s augmented reality news studio” NewscastStudio. 07-08-2017. (Columbia: NewscastStudio, 2017). Accessed on
18-05-2018. http://www.newscaststudio.com/2017/08/07/globo-augmented-reality/. Emphasis added.
147 “360-graden video: Nieuwe studio voor het NOS Journaal, Jeugdjournaal en Nieuwsuur” NOS. 2016. (Hilversum: Nederlandse Omroep Stichting, 2016).
Accessed on 25-05-2018. Article contains multiple video’s. https://nos.nl/artikel/2146169-nieuwe-nos-decor-is-rond-met-ruime-schermen.html.
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148 Hill. “An inside look”.
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Fig. am. BBC’s Jeremy Vine shows the workings of their greenscreen ‘situation room’ studio
coverage of the 2008 USA elections.

impressive multimillion-dollar-news-centre look”.151 AR allows for the space of the news studio to
transcend the restrictions of a physical room-in-a-room itself, which “result[s] in a fully immersive 3D
environment”.152 Everything can now be changed and adapted to whatever the news-needs may be.153
However, as Mark Siegel notes, “broadcast news is not about art”154 – AR and the use of
greenscreens might harm the reality factor broadcast news aims for. Frederic Raphael warns,
“Television is not the ‘dream factory’” but he does add that “it is a reality factory. It is truer to life than
life is”.155 The news studio starts to precede the constraints of perceptible reality. When the studio is
on/on, AR elements simulate a hyperreal. And it might well not be the viewer who is patient zero of this
hyperreality, but the anchor.
Hill argues that the generated 3D environments, connect “anchors to the world around them”.156
It simulates a place-to-be-in in the nowhereness of the news studio just like the LED lights simulate day
and night. However, Jago notes that “greenscreens […] do not offer any hold for the presenter”,157
which still “want to feel that they are in a real environment”.

158

As Zettl has argued, the green can work

like a disorienting “fog”.159 Regardless of their quality, virtually simulated worlds are always only on
screen (on/on). Therefore, “any extrapolation based on existing technology […] will always be hopelessly
short of reality”.160 James Yates adds that many resign from virtual sets because they had problems with
“people walking around an environment in which they do not cast a natural shadow.”161 Greenscreen
virtual studios, cut out everything that is green – including shadows. Yet, in the veil of ‘shadow
management’ even the unveiling lack of shadow is being dissimulated. Brainstorm argues that their
Infinity Set can cast virtual shadows where the real ones are ought to be.162 Now shadows, those that
always follow, start acting on themselves. Autonomous shadows show that one can overproduce the
real; which distance the studio from the category of the real at all. Jago notes that “there is that risk you
might be in a hyperreal world, and then you have to tone it down to make it look real enough.”163
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Fig. an. Brainstorm Multimedia’s virtual studio demonstration at NAB 2018. L:“And now I am
in a real broadcast set” R:“And now I’m being teletransported to a soccer retransmission!”

Toning down or going beyond: a concluding note
In the pursuit of objectivity, the material analogy of the studio-as-mirror creates and doubles a
vacuumed distance. Yet paradoxically – as Gates’ problems with light illustrated – the studio becomes
incompatible with the world its ‘news’ reports on. The news studio distances itself from the ‘new’ in the
pursuit of the required distance for the discursive formation of new into news where it reaches its
starship position. From space It has to refrain to reality effects – such as fake eye contact – to reconcile
the taken distance; to stay in orbit of earth. As these reality effects are non-conclusive – they show
themselves – the last frontier is the complete dissimulation of distance by the development of
hyperrealities; the studio creating its own reality. Therefore, I want to conclude this investigation by
wondering what the hyperreal future of the news studio might entail: can it tone down from
hyperreality as Jago suggested, or has it to go beyond?
Fig. ao. ITV This Morning

When the This Morningao and Good Morning Britainap shows of ITV moved to White City this
year,164 it was evident to assume they would lose a distinctive feature: their window-on-the-Thames
backdrop. However, after moving one of the anchors said that they had “brought the view”.165 Although
on a new location, far from the Thames, most viewers only realised when the window through which
the Thames could formerly be seen broke-down during broadcast.166 Now clear was that the river was
recorded, 24/7, and the window is a screen. This form of skeuomorphism – a design term to describe
that which is laminated with an imitation of another material – reverbs throughout the news studio.
Although the shows will return to the Thames location in a few years, as Baudrillard argues,
“reimportation to the original location is even more artificial”.167 Because of the news studio’s distance,
any attempt to reconcile only affirms its distance. It is the image that “masks the absence of a […]

Fig. ap. ITV Good Morning Britain

reality”.168 Therefore toning down to reality – returning to the Thames – might even increase the
artificiality of the news studio than imitating the Thames while moving away from it.

“ITV Studios comes to Television Centre” Television Centre. 13-06-2017. Accessed on 18-08-2018. https://televisioncentre.com/news/itv-studios-comesto-television-centre
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